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Abstract

This paper describes the results of a systems definition study which was aimed
at defining a low power arcjet system architecture for a possible first operational use of
this technology in Europe. Foreseen European missions were identified and evaluated
including mission requirements such as delta-V, onboard spacecraft power and
propellant mass. A trade-off analysis was conducted to examine the mission options
and determine how the largest mission benefits could be derived with respect to a
monopropellant chemical subsystem. A Reference Mission was defined from this trade-
off analysis: North-South station keeping of a 15 year, 2,600 kg-class geostationary
telecommunications satellite. A study of the Reference Mission was conducted to define
low power arcjet propulsion subsystem requirements, specifications and systems issues
in detail. Preliminary arcjet propulsion subsystem performance (including thrust,
specific impulse, efficiency, on/off cycles, life time, mass and volume) was defined.
Preliminary arcjet propulsion subsystem specifications and requirements included
(including a 1.5 qualification factor); a lifetime of 1652 hours, 900 on/off cycles and a
total hydrazine throughput of 240 kg. A layout of the propulsion subsystem was
developed. This was followed by the definition of a preliminary flight-type
configuration of a low power (nominally 1.8 kW) arcjet propulsion subsystem as part of
a unified dual-mode propulsion (DMPS) system. Designs of the arejet, gas generator,
power conditioning unit (PCU), the basic diagnostics package and the arcjet mission
management subsystem (AMMS) are presented.

Nomenclature BOL Beginning of Life
BPD BPD Difesa e Spazio

AMMS Arcjet Mission Management CBH Catalyst Bed Heater
Subsystem DC Direct Current

ARC-BAS-1 Low power, flight-type arcjet DMPS Dual-Mode Propulsion System
designation. EMI Electromagnetic interference

ASI Agenzia Spaziale Italiana EOL End of Life
ASTP-3 ESA - Advanced Space Tech- ESA European Space Agency

nology Program 3 ESTEC ESA European Space Research
and Technology Centre

EWSK East-West Station Keeping
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PFS Propellant feed system systems require a separate propellant feed system.
PV Propellant Valve Arcjets also have a much smaller beam divergence
PWM Pulses-Width-Modulated angle than either ion or SPT engines easing
SPT Stationary Plasma Thruster satellite integration geometric constraints. In
SSPA Studio Sistema Prop. Arcogetto addition, SPT thrusters suffer from significantly
TRP ESA - Technology Research higher material erosion rates than arcjets (or ion

Program engines). In fact, insulator material is eroded from
TZM Molybdenum alloy with tantalum SPT engines which, if deposited on the

and zirconium communication satellites antennas, could
significantly inhibit the communication systems
effectiveness. Therefore, electric propulsion

INTRODUCTION systems based on arcjet thrusters are of particular
interest and are presently being developed world-

Electric propulsion has recently attracted wide.
renewed attention in the space community due to
the mass savings and/or payload increases it can Laboratory and advanced development
provide to geostationary satellites.'" Although work on arcjet technology is ongoing in Italy, 8'

electric propulsion has been around for quite a Germany,' 23" Japan, 26"29 and the USA 3 '" with
long time, electric propulsion systems have been system qualification complete in the USA.32'3538

recognized as a mature technology for potential Rapid evolution of the low power arcjet
use only during the past several years. This is due development program in Italy to provide European
to several factors. First, extensive test programs product availability is important to enable
have not only improved the system performance, realization of a competitive European dual-mode
but have largely resolved the concerns related to propulsion system. To that end, low power arcjet
the integration and compatibility with the (0.5 - 2.0 KW) technology development is being
spacecraft. A second factor is the competition conducted at BPD with support from Centrospazio
which has developed in the geostationary within the ESA ASTP-3 Programs' and with
telecommunications satellite (GTS) community. Italian national funding from ASI (SSPA
This competition pushes satellites to use higher Program).8' 19"22 39'45 BPD and Centrospazio have
performance subsystems to enhance the satellite installed dedicated facilities to conduct arcjet
capacity. In this sense, electric propulsion systems technology development within the TRP and
are attractive since they can offer launch mass ASTP-3 programs.46'47  Testing of low power
reduction, increased on orbit life and/or payload arcjets is presently under way at both BPD and
mass increases that fully justify the development Centrospazio. The activities at Centrospazio are
costs. Finally, power generation and storage focused on engine modelling4  and engine
systems which are now available on board operating envelope definition and parametric
communications satellites also provide the performance mapping using nitrogen, hydrogen
power/energy requirements of an electric and mixtures of these gases.9""16",  The test
propulsion system. activities at BPD have included parametric

performance mapping using nitrogen, hydrogen,
Several electric propulsion subsystem ammonia and mixtures of these gases9'' 12 15'.18"2

technologies are presently under development in but is now centered toward testing on catalytically
Europe for orbit maintenance of GTS; arcjets, ion decomposed hydrazine 14 and endurance testing.' 3

engines and SPT thrusters. 8 Low power arcjets (1
kW-class) can offer substantial propellant mass This paper describes an ASI-funded
savings with respect to currently used chemical systems study activity conducted by BPD Difesa e
propulsion systems due to their higher specific Spazio in support of low power arcjet system
impulse. Arcjet systems also have a lower dry implementation in Europe.39" This work is being
mass and are less complex than ion engine and conducted by BPD with SEPA, Centrospazio and
SPT systems while, based on specific impulse ANSALDO serving as subcontractors. The study
considerations alone, ion engine and SPT systems covers the definition of a Reference Mission,"
typically provide a larger propellant mass detailed arcjet propulsion subsystem specifications
reduction. Arcjet thrusters also minimize and requirements definition based on the
spacecraft integration difficulties with Reference Mission constraints42 and layout of the
monopropellant or bipropellant chemical systems overall propulsion subsystem including design of
which include hydrazine while ion engine and SPT its primary components (the subject of this paper)
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along with identification of critical areas and first likely application for a low power arcjet
delineation of a development plan to achieve system in Europe. 39 This was accomplished by
subsystem ground qualification by the mid- conducting a review of upcoming European
nineties. The design, fabrication and testing of a missions and spacecraft. A mission/spacecraft
brassboard model PCU is also included in this survey was issued to various European agencies
program 19"21 as well as testing of a low power and companies asking for information on their
arcjet using an applied magnetic field (permanent market thoughts for the period 1995 to 2005. The
magnet)." Following a general description of responses were analyzed and traded along with
arcjet operation and an overview of the systems information available in the literature. The
study objectives, the Reference Mission definition missions which could benefit from the use of arcjet
and subsystems requirements definition activities propulsion system were identified. The spacecraft
are summarized. Detailed flight-type designs of and missions foreseen in this period are
all the propulsion system components are then telecommunications (LEO, elliptical orbits, GSO),
described including the arcjet, gas generator, PCU, remote sensing (LEO, elliptical orbits, GSO),
connecting cable, propellant storage and feed meteorological, scientific and tended LEO
system, diagnostics" and the AMMS. platforms. The specific propulsion missions

identified include NSSK, high altitude orbit
Arcjet Thruster and System Operation raising and positioning, LEO atmospheric drag

makeup, satellite end-of-life disposal, elliptical
An arcjet thruster is basically made of two orbit perigee maintenance, repositioning an

contoured, concentric electrodes separated by an orbiting satellite, orbit transfer from parking orbit
insulator stack. A schematic of an arcjet engine is to operational orbit and rephasing orbiting
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a one piece plenum satellites in a constellation. The identified
chamber-constrictor-expansion nozzle which also missions were screened to determine the best
forms the discharge anode. The cathode is candidate mission scenarios for further evaluation.
generally a rod with a conical tip centrally located
within the plenum chamber near the constrictor Five propulsion mission-types were
entrance. The constrictor is the narrow, examined in more detail. These missions were
cylindrical portion of the anode block upstream of GTS NSSK, GTS high altitude orbit raising, LEO
the nozzle. An insulator isolates the two atmospheric drag makeup, elliptical satellite
electrodes and helps hold them in position. perigee maintenance and satellite end-of-life

disposal. The reference parameters for each
Each arcjet satellite propulsion subsystem mission were examined and included installed

assembly must also include a power conditioning spacecraft power, battery type and capacity,
unit and interconnecting power cable, along with spacecraft life, trajectory/orbit requirements and
the arcjet engine itself. In addition, for engine delta-V, launch mass, baseline propulsion
operation using hydrazine, a gas generator is subsystem and the commercial outlook. The
needed to convert liquid hydrazine to gaseous selected Reference Mission was GTS NSSK based
decomposition products through a catalytic on the use of a dual-mode propulsion system.39

reaction for feeding to the arcjet engine. The gas The reference parameters are summarized in Table
generator assembly also includes a thruster control 1.
valve for activating the propellant flow and a
liquid fluid restrictor to isolate the engine from The next phase of the study included
feed system anomalies. These components are developing a set of arcjet system specifications and
illustrated in Fig. 2.32 In a typical application, requirements based on the constraints imposed by
four arcjet subsystem assemblies are used on the the Reference Mission. 40 2  This activity was
satellite. Two engines are considered the primary accomplished through a multi-step process. First
NSSK system while the other two are considered the Reference Mission was analyzed
redundant spares. Arcjet engines offer specific parametrically to determine the mission imposed
impulse values of 450 to 600 s using hydrazine requirements and specifications, see Table 2. The
while operating power levels of 1 to 2 kW. interfaces between the spacecraft and propulsion

system where then defined to determine the
STUDY ACTIVITIES spacecraft imposed requirements and

specifications. Interface types include
The first phase of work consisted of mechanical/structural, electrical power

defining a Reference Mission representative of the connections, fluid connections, commands and
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telemetry, thermal and the natural and induced optimization of the overall system in terms of
environment. A dual-mode propulsion system performance and mass.43

(DMPS) layout was then developed, Fig. 3. This
information was used to evaluate the needed arcjet FLIGHT-TYPE ARC.ET SYSTEM
propulsion subsystem performance and establish COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
preliminary arcjet subsystem requirements and
specifications. The arcjet subsystem components Each of the major components of the
and component interfaces, and budgets were arcjet subsystem are described. The components
defined. The component budgets considered include the arcjet engine, gas generator assembly,
included mass, volume, power, heat rejection and PCU, basic system diagnostics and an AMMS.
data/commands. A layout of the arcjet propulsion These parts are configured for compatibility with a
system was then developed followed by detailed dual-mode propulsion system, such as that
component functional characteristics definition described in the previous section, defined for use
and component interface updating. Finally, on the Reference Mission summarized earlier.
detailed draft specifications and requirements for
an arcjet propulsion subsystem for use on the Arciet Enine
Reference Mission were delineated and an overall
arcjet subsystem design defined.42  The Reference Mission imposed certain

operational requirements for the arcjet engine.
Specific preliminary requirements for the These requirements included a nominal input

arcjet subsystem components are summarized in power to the engine of 1,620 W, an inlet pressure
Table 3 and include a 1.5 qualification factor blow-down range of 5 bar to 1 bar (outlet of gas
where noted. These preliminary requirements generator), a cumulative lifetime of 1101 hours
encompass the primary constraints for low power with at least 600 on/off cycles, a total hydrazine
arcjet integration on the Reference Mission throughput of 160 kg, a minimum specific impulse
satellite. In addition to the requirements given in of 520 s, minimal heat conduction into the satellite
the table, each arcjet subsystem component will be and safe engine operation at worst case low and
subjected to additional constraints. The arcjet high propellant inlet temperatures, see Table 3. A
assembly is expected to radiate its waste heat to qualification factor of 1.5 was added to each
space from the arcjet nozzle and body and from the requirement when applicable. These requirements
catalyst bed housing. The propellant valve were then translated into design goals including
internal and external leakage levels and proof stable engine operation over a propellant mass
pressure level are still to be defined as is the flow rate range of 55 to 30 mg/s, minimal
cathode to anode resistance. The resistance and temperature excursion during engine operation at
capacitance values between the various conductors the electrical connector interface, less than 10 W
of the interconnecting cable also need to be of heat conduction into the satellite and fully
defined. The outgassing requirements for the capable of withstanding the handling and launch
arcjet assembly, cable and PCU need definition, environments.
Other requirements such as corrosion protection,
moisture and fungus protection, workmanship, A schematic of the flight-type arcjet
safety, etc. will be derived based on the engine designed within this program, designated
requirements used for other propulsion systems ARC-BAS-1, is shown in Fig. 4. This design is
integrated by BPD. based on experience acquired in previous

programs" 13, information available in the
The subsequent and final phase of literature23 24 2 28 '30 -32 43

.48'
49 and the derived engine

systems activities, which is the subject of this design requirements. The ARC-BAS-1 design
paper, was focused on developing preliminary includes a minimal number of parts for simple
flight designs of each of the primary arcjet assembly. The primary parts of this engine
propulsion subsystem components and interfaces. include the anode (nozzle/engine body), cathode,
The components considered included the arcjet, electrode isolation insulators, propellant inlet tube,
gas generator, power conditioning unit (PCU), axial propellant injector, electrical connector and
interconnecting power cable, propellant feed the engine structure. The design accounts for the
system (PFS), basic diagnostics" and arcjet flight-type mechanical requirements by featuring a
mission management system (AMMS). In configuration in which all of the joints are welded
parallel, a model of a flight arcjet subsystem has or brazed.
been developed by Centrospazio which allows
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The key dimensions and parameters for available in the literature23,24 '31' 32 3 4,5 1-58 and the
the ARC-BAS-1 engine are given in Table 4. derived gas generator design requirements. Each
These values should enable this engine to achieve of the major components including the fluid flow
the desired performance goals. The expected restrictor, inlet valve, valve heater, liquid
operating parameters over the engine blow-down manifold, injector, catalyst bed, catalyst bed heater
life cycle include a start pulse of 50 mJ at a and thermocouples and thermistors are shown.
discharge voltage of 4500 V, a nominal input Thermal analysis of the gas generator assembly
power of 1620 W with BOL to EOL voltage and was carried out to predict the expected operating
current variations of 130 to 100 V and 13 to 17 A, temperatures in order to verify the selected brazing
respectively, and a non-operating environment of - and sealing technologies at all interfaces and
25C to +800C. Thermal analysis of the ARC- ensure that each component was within its
BAS-1 was carried out to predict the expected specified temperature limits. The analysis
operating temperatures and verify the selected demonstrated that this gas generator assembly
welding and brazing technologies at all engine design has good temperature margins for the main
joints. The analysis demonstrated that the ARC- components.
BAS-1 engine design has good temperature
margins. Power Conditioning Unit

Gas Generator Assembly The PCU is designed to convert satellite
bus power (from batteries or solar arrays) to a

An arcjet subsystem gas generator useable form to start and run the arcjet engine.
assembly must be configured to feed the hydrazine The PCU will generally require feedback control
decomposition products to the arcjet in a since the arc exhibits a non-linear, negative
controlled and predictable way over the life of the resistance load. Therefore the PCU is generally
subsystem. This is achieved by careful design and composed of a high voltage start-up unit, a power
assembly of the gas generator components which converter, input and output filters, a feedback
include the fluid flow restrictor, inlet valve, valve control system and internal diagnostics. Much
heater, liquid manifold, injector, catalyst bed, development work has occurred on arcjet PCUs
catalyst bed heater, thermocouples and thermistors and is based on PWM, DC-DC converter
and structure. 23 ,3 1'32 '50  topologies with switching frequencies in the range

of 15 - 20 kHz. 232530 35s 37'5 3 Recent work has
The Reference Mission imposes certain shown that higher switching frequencies do not

operational requirements on the gas generator impact engine operation and therefore hold
assembly. These requirements include an inlet promise to reduce the mass of the PCU.63 The
pressure blow-down range of 18 bar to 12 bar, a basic technology to accomplish these goals is fully
minimum cumulative lifetime of 1101 hours with flight qualified. 35

at least 600 on/off cycles, a total hydrazine
throughput of 160 kg, minimal heat conduction The Reference Mission imposes certain
into the satellite and safe operation at worst case operational requirements on the PCU. These
low and high propellant inlet temperatures, see include a nominal input power of 1800 W with an
Table 3. A qualification factor of 1.5 must be efficiency of 91% minimum. The PCU
added to each requirement when applicable. These incorporates a starter circuit which provides 4500
requirements were then translated into design V pulses with an energy of 50 mJ to the arcjet.
goals including stable gas generator operation over The steady-state output voltage varies due to the
a propellant mass flow rate range of 55 to 30 mg/s, arcjet blow-down feed conditions and has a
less than 10 W of heat conduction into the satellite nominal range of 130 V (BOL) to 100 V (EOL).
and fully capable of withstanding the handling and The maximum amount of waste heat which can be
launch environments. rejected through conduction into the satellite cold

shoe is 180 W with a maximum waste heat flux of
A schematic of the flight-type gas 0.42 W/cm2. The minimum lifetime is 1652 hours

generator assembly designed within this program with minimum of 900 on/off cycles. The
is shown in Fig. 5. The side-by-side design requirements imposed by the Reference Mission
approach was adopted in a trade to minimize were summarized in Table 3.
design risk and provide a small, low mass
package. This design is based on experience The PCU is shown schematically in Fig.
acquired in a previous programs, 9' information 6" and is composed of two main functional Units:
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the control and inverter units. The Control Unit part of the overall satellite propulsion system; the
controls PCU operation to force the Inverter Unit other parameters will need to be monitored by the
to deliver a constant current or a constant power to arcjet subsystem PCU and/or AMMS. Table 5
the arc. Additional functions within the Control provides specifications for the parameters and
Unit provide monitoring of the basic operational sensors to be measured." Each measurement
parameters (Signal Conditioning and Monitoring would have a primary and redundant sensor.
Block), safety override (Safety Block), start-up
sequencing (Start-Up Block) and general In order to monitor the health of the arcjet
supervision of the PCU operation (Supervisory subsystem, the basic diagnostic package is aimed
Block). The controller unit provides both constant at verifying the operative conditions of the arcjet
current control and constant power control. subsystem. Subsystem operating anomalies could

be caused by several factors including propellant
The Inverter Unit is a PWM step-up or pressurant leaks, excessive electrode erosion,

Power Supply delivering constant current or degradation of the catalyst bed, propellant flow
constant power to the arcjet and also provides the oscillations, wave phenomena, valve failure and
start-up pulse to the arcjet. The inverter unit PCU circuitry malfunctions. Each of these
includes the PWM modulator, driver and MOS anomalies would manifest itself in such a way that
bridge, main transformer, rectifier, output one or more nominal subsystem operating
filter/start-up circuitry and the DC/DC converter, parameters would be out of tolerance. For
The PWM block supplies the driving pulses to the instance, the arcjet electrical characteristics would
MOS-bridge switches via the driver circuitry. The be, in particular, effected by propellant or
pulse width is proportional to the voltage of the pressurant leaks, excessive electrode erosion and
control signal. The switching frequency is 33 kHz. propellant flow oscillations. Propellant flow
The main transformer is used as a step-up element oscillations and wave phenomena would result in
to provide the relatively high-voltage required to electrical transients. PCU circuitry malfunctions
sustain the arc discharge. In addition, it provides would be manifested as out-of-tolerance
electrical isolation between the power bus and the temperatures within the PCU or failure to operate.
arc electrodes. The rectifier block rectifies the AC Valve failure (will not open) or gas generator
output current from the main transformer using a clogging would prevent the engine from starting
high-speed silicon half-bridge rectifier since there would be no propellant gases to support
configuration. The output filter and start-up the arc. A propellant valve leak (valve failure
circuitry block implements the output filter using open) would result in much higher catalyst bed
only an inductor. The same inductor is used to temperatures then nominal during the engine off
provide the high voltage pulses to initiate the conditions. Partial gas generator clogging could
electrical discharge between the electrodes. The cause flow oscillations and therefore electrical
DC/DC converter is a resonant power supply and transients. The operation of the catalyst bed and
derives its power from the power bus. It provides valve heaters would be monitored by the catalyst
three isolated outputs which are used to supply the bed thermocouples and valve thermistors.
MOS-drivers, the start-up circuitry and the logic
circuitry. Arciet Mission Management Subsystem

Flight System Basic Diagnostics The AMMS will be connected to the main
satellite computer and serve as the interface for the

The basic arcjet system diagnostics are for overall arcjet subsystem which is represented
monitoring the health of the arcjet system and schematically in Fig. 7. A baseline flight system
determining the system operational status. These of four arcjets is shown. The AMMS will be
diagnostics are described in detail elsewhere and connected to the satellite On-Board Data Handling
summarized below.44 The measurements included (OBDH) subsystem. The AMMS will control,
within the basic diagnostics suite include arc based on commands from the OBDH subsystem,
voltage, arc current, PCU input current, PCU input which pair of arcjets will fire, control the firing
voltage, catalyst bed temperature, inlet valve sequence and monitor the operation of the arcjet
temperature, feed line pressure, PCU baseplate subsystem for anomalies. A doubly redundant
temperature, PCU main transformer temperature architecture is adopted in the design. The
and possibly a measurement of the anode/arcjet commands to be implemented by the AMMS can
body temperature. Of these measurements, only be broken into commands for the arcjet assembly
the propellant inlet pressure will be measured as (gas generator, arcjet and mounting structure) and
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the PCU. The arcjet assembly commands are was conducted to define the mission imposed
catalyst bed heaters (CBH) on/off and inlet requirements which included (including a 1.5
propellant valve (PV) open/close. The commands qualification factor) a cumulative lifetime of 1652
to the PCU include PCU enable/disable, PCU hours, 900 on/off cycles and a total hydrazine
power on/off and PCU start/stop. Each command throughput of 240 kg.
will have a primary and redundant line and be
digital in format. The propellant valve heater will The primary spacecraft systems include
be enabled for the entire mission duration to allow payload, power, structure, thermal conditioning,
cycling depending on the component temperature command and control, guidance and navigation,
due to periods of sun and shadow. telecommunications and propulsion. All of these

systems are interrelated and interact with one
The normal modes of arcjet subsystem another through various interfaces which include

operation include: subsystem off; stand-by mechanical/structural, electrical, fluid, commands
(enabled); power on; Start-up (active); and steady- and telemetry, thermal and spacecraft/envir-
state operation (active). The first three modes are onmental interfaces. The interface interactions
controlled directly by the AMMS. The subsystem between the satellite and arcjet subsystem were
off mode is the mode the system will remain in the defined. Each arcjet subsystem assembly includes
vast majority of the time. The catalyst bed heater an arcjet assembly, interconnecting power cable
is off, the inlet valve is closed and there is no and PCU. The functions of these components were
power applied to the PCU. The stand-by (enabled) discussed and the mutual interfaces were defined.
mode occurs when the auxiliary power bus is The schematic for a DMPS was defined for use
connected to the PCU. The power-on mode occurs with the Reference Mission. This DMPS layout
when the main satellite bus power is applied to the included a four arcjet subsystem for use in NSSK.
PCU input terminals. The two active modes are
controlled autonomously by the PCU following the The mechanical, thermal and electrical
receipt of the PCU start command. In order to allocations for each arcjet subsystem assembly
properly carry out the start-up and shut-down were defined and included an overall mass budget
sequences, telemetry signals are used to monitor of 5.8 kg. The PCU volume of 3500 cm 3 was
the progress of the processes. These signals are established with a satellite cold plate footprint of
obtained from the basic diagnostics package 425 cm 2. The PCU was constrained to produce no
summarized above. The signals from the various more than 180 W of waste heat while conducting a
sensors are sent to the AMMS, see Fig. 7, to be maximum of 0.42 W/cm2 into the satellite cold
transmitted to the mission management computer shoe. In addition, the PCU is to supply the arcjet
for retransmission to the ground via the standard with 1620 W of electrical power through the
telemetry. interconnecting power cable. This power is to be

transmitted over a range of voltages and currents,
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS expected to vary between 140 V and 11 A and 90

V and 18 A, depending on the engine life cycle.
A systems study has been completed In addition, the PCU supplied the arcjet with start-

which addressed the integration of an arcjet up pulses transmitted through the interconnecting
propulsion system onto a satellite. The missions cable which were taken to have an energy of 50 mJ
for which arcjet systems should enable improved and a peak voltage of 4500 V. The commands and
satellite capabilities compared to chemical systems telemetry allocations included both primary and
were identified and include NSSK, high altitude redundant lines. The commands to the arcjet
orbit raising and positioning, LEO atmospheric assembly include catalyst bed heater on/off and
drag makeup, satellite end-of-life disposal, propellant inlet valve open/close. Telemetry
elliptical orbit perigee maintenance and signals from the arcjet assembly include the
repositioning an orbiting satellite. A GTS was catalyst bed temperature and inlet valve
selected as the target application satellite since the temperature. The PCU will receive the following
present and foreseen market scenarios demonstrate commands: PCU enable/disable (auxiliary power
that this type of spacecraft will make up the on/off), PCU power on/off (Main bus power on/off)
majority of foreseen spacecraft launches through and PCU start/stop. The telemetry signals from
the year 2000 on medium and large launch the PCU will include the input voltage, output
vehicles. The Reference Mission for the arcjet voltage, output current, baseplate temperature,
propulsion system implementation is 15-year main transformer temperature and an overall PCU
NSSK for a 2600 kg-class GTS. Orbital analysis status signal. An arcjet mission management
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subsystem (AMMS) will be implemented to 7. Vaughan, C. E. and Cassady, R. J., "An Updated Assessment of
eted t Electric Propulsion Technology for Near-Earth Space Missions,"

control the four arcjet system. Detailed AIAA 92-3202, 28th JPC, July 1992.
descriptions of a flight-type arcjet, gas generator,
PCU, interconnecting cable, basic diagnostics and 8. Bartoli, C. and Saccoccia, G., "European Electric Propulsion

AM S w e p en Th e comon Activities in the Era of Application," IEPC-91-003, 23rd IEPC,an AMMS were presented. These components Seattle, WA, USA, September 1993.
were designed to meet the requirements and
constraints of the Reference Mission. 9. W. D. Dcininger. E. Tosti, R. DiStefano, F. Paganucci. F.
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TABLE 1. Reference Mission Parameters

ATRIBUTE VALUE

Launch Mass 2300 - 2900 kg
Mission Duration 15 years

Stabilization 3-axis
EWSK box size ± 0.010 to ± 0.070
NSSK box size ± 0.010 to ± 0.070

Power (BOL, EOL eclipse) 5 to 8 kW
Battery type Ni-H 2
Bus Voltage >50 V

Propulsion System Dual Mode, N2H4/NTO

TABLE 2. Reference Mission Imposed Operational
Requirements on the Arcjet Propulsion Subsystem

PARAMETER VALUE

NSSK Mission Delta-V 46.19 m/s/yr worst case

On-Orbit Lifetime 15 years

NSSK Control Box ± 0.04°

NSSK Total Impulse Required 8.7 x 10s N-s

Maximum Power Available For One Arcjet 1800 W

Total Hydrazine Throughput 160 kg

Total Firing Time per Arcjet 1101 hours

On/Off Cycles Per Arcjet 600
Thrust / Specific Impulse 215 mN / 544 s

Qualification Factor 1.5
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TABLE 3. Preliminary Arcjet System Assembly Requirements

ATTRIBUTE REQUIREMENT NOTES

On/Off Cycles* > 900 50 mJ at 4500 V
Steady-State Input Power to Arcjet 1620 W 90 V to 140 V; 18 A to 12 A
Steady-State Input Power to PCU < 1800 W 50 V to 85 V; 36 A to 22 A
PCU Efficiency >91%
Maximum PCU Heat Dissipation < 180 W

Maximum PCU Waste Heat Conduction Flux < 0.42 W/cm2  Conduction to Satellite Cold Shoe
Lifetime* > 1652 hr

Feed System Inlet Blow-Down Pressure Range 18 to 12 bar

Minimum Thrust Over blow-Down Range 215 to 185 mN

Heat Conduction to Satellite Structure < 10 W Full life operation assuming zero
heat conduction to satellite

Non-Operating Temperature Environment -350 to +80 0C
Humidity 0 to 100% During Shipping and Handling
Mission Average Specific Impulse > 544 s

Minimum Specific Impulse 510 s

Total Hydrazine Throughput per Arcjet* > 240 kg

Qualification Total Impulse* 1.3 x 106 N.s

Input Power To The Valve Heater <5 W
Input Power to The Catalyst Bed Heater < 20 W Duration: 600 s before opening

inlet valve
Vibration (sine and random) and Shock Ariane As per Ariane 4 and 5 specs
Chassis Ground Yes Arcjet Anode, Cable EMI Shield

and Inner Conductor, PCU Case
Radiation 15 year GSO

EMI MIL-STD-461 Tailored
* Includes 1.5 Qualification Factor

Table 4. Key dimensions and parameters of the ARC-BAS-1 arcjet

PARAMETER VALUE
Constrictor diameter (mm) 0.6
Constrictor length (mm) 0.6
Cathode tip included angle 600
Nozzle expansion ratio 100
Nozzle half angle 200
Electrode gap (mm) 0.4
Overall length (mm) 230
Nozzle diameter (mm) 25
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Table 5. Summary of Basic Diagnostic Measurements.60"61

Full AC

Range PRan;e Max- Min. SenSor Scale Gain Max.
(;, BOL @ ECL. Rangec Output Input
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veaane 0+10oy 0-100OV Ta80 SVO I v 1 5v
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Figure 5. Flight-type gas generator for a low power arcjet system.

Figure 6. Block Diagram of PCU.'03
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